
 

 

Minutes of the Plenaire Vergadering (14) of the FSR FMG  

Faculty Student Council of the Faculty of Social and behavioural sciences 

Date: 11th of December 2019 

Location: B2.03 

Present FSR ’19-’20: 

 

Alexandra Rosca, Birgit Peters, Minou De Rosa Silvera, Teun 

Prins, Viktoriia Akhankova, Ana Mar Kreutzenbeck Pérez, Tom 

Flipse, Michael Sivolap, Nadya Manuputty, Siddharth Jethwani.  

Absent FSR ’19-20: Marc Janvier-Olsen, Artem Gryshchenko.  

Minutes: Robin van den Hoek 

 

Concept agenda 

1. Opening  

2. Announcements 

3. Setting the concept minutes  

4. Action Points  

5. Mail  

6. Updates  

7. Setting the agenda  

8. Topic 1: Solicitation Committee  

9. Topic 2: ODC Meetings  

10. Topic 3: Evaluation Council Activity + Feedback Training  

11. Topic 4: Student Involvement Survey  

12. Topic 5: FSR Merch  

13. Any other business 

14. Points for the CSR 

15. Points for the Media 

16. Questions and Closing  
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1. Opening 

Alex opens the meeting at 11:09. Sid will be late 

 

2. Announcements  

Marc and Artem will not be in the PV today. Nadya is not here, sick.  

Tom is throwing a New Year’s Eve party, everyone is invited.  

 

3. Setting the concept minutes 

The minutes of PV 13 are set with some changes.  

 

4. Action points  

The action list is updated.  

 

191211-1: Robin asks Sterre whether the FSR can book rooms for students to study in.  

 

5. Mail  

Invitation Dies 8th of January 

There are not a lot of people that have signed op for the Dies ceremony. Sid and Robin can go 

to the Dies dinner.  

 

HST 

It seems like in the response to the FSR, the dean has not included the plan regarding hiring vs. 

borrowing staff. Alex will see (based on the minutes of the OV) if we can object to the response. 

Birgit advises Alex to contact the OR as well: what was included in their advice?  

 

191211-2: Alex emails the OR to ask them about their HST advice.  

 

6. Updates 

Update O&C chair 

The committee is finishing up their work on surveys about digitalization and student 

involvement. All members critically looked at the draft versions and this week we will 

implement (or have implemented) the feedback so we can start distributing the surveys as soon 

as possible.  

  We spent a substantial part of our committee meeting on the progress everyone made 

on their files and the goals they have in mind. This resulted in quite a clear overview on things 

we want to accomplish short term as well as long term. For example: for the next OV we want 

to generate commitments concerning digitalization and Dutch electives. The OV after that 

student involvement is on our agenda.  

 

Update chair 

First of all, I want to thank you for being so active and attending the council activity and the 

feedback training. It was nice to have some sessions focused on us, not only the council work. 
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During our Daily Board meeting, we mostly focused on discussing how the council is doing, 

what we have accomplished so far and how we will proceed from now on. For last week, 

everyone had to prepare a progress form for your files (and possible new projects). This was to 

help us understand how far we've gotten. Now we're taking it a bit further with the more 

concrete timeline.  

 

Update delegate to the CSR 

Last week, the CSR voted on the 2020 PR budget, discussed the procedure of taking a stance 

on diversity as a council and proceeded with the agreement regarding placement of the CSR 

banners around different campuses to increase visibility. The CSR agreed to work with 

designers on changing the council's logo and got updated about the 24/7 UB library pilot.  

 This week is supposed to be even more intensive and exciting at the same time. 

Unfortunately, I won't be able to attend the PV due to the fact that I need to talk about student 

engagement and the CSR’s public relations at the RvT meeting. The RvT is an administrative 

body assigned by the Ministry of Education with an aim to control and supervise the CvB. Such 

meetings are of extreme importance and happen only twice a year. I hope the CSR will find 

common ground with its RvT tomorrow and I will report some interesting details to you in the 

next update!  

 

7. Setting the agenda  

The agenda is set without any changes.  

 

8. Topic 1: Selection Committee (phase: decision) 

Who is going to be in the SoCo to find a new AS for the FSR FMG? In 2017, they had 3 persons 

in the committee. We could have one person from every party, but that is not necessary. 

Ideology should not affect the process, so council assistants can join as well. Tom thinks Teun 

and Minou should do it, because they don’t have a party. Nadya has said that she did not want 

to be in the SoCo really badly. So now it will be Teun and Minou instead of Tom and Nadya.  

 

The council votes in favour of Minou, Teun and Robin taking a role on the SoCo to find an AS 

to take Robin’s position as of April 1st, 2020. 

 

191211-3: Sid puts guidelines/mandate for the SoCo on the PV agenda 

 

9. Topic 2: ODC Meetings (phase: orientation/discussion) 

The council is updated on the outcome of the ODC meetings by a representative from each 

ODC.  

 

The ODC Psychology did not really have time to discuss any of the topics that were proposed 

by the DB. The time was used by discussing the new bachelor, the Psychology budget and 

norms for how teachers file their hours. The consent/advice of the FSR will be asked regarding 

the new bachelor, but the FSR is already ‘in the loop’ on these developments right now. 

Regarding the budget: Psychology has a pretty large deficit. The main reasons for this deficit 
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are student numbers that have decreased at some point, and Psychology has unfinished research 

that they are not getting money for (yet), the lab costs money, etc.. 

 

The ODC POW discussed the restructuring of the bachelor program. The restructuring is about 

the positioning on the education market: the program is not very popular in its current form. 

Some might think that you could only become a teacher when studying POW. The directors 

want to give it a different name as well, so the bachelor program will become more popular. 

For the master programs in POW, they don’t really have this kind of problem. The ODC POW 

should ask whether the FSR will get consenting / advising rights on the changes in the bachelor 

program. Tom noticed that POW students are quite enthusiastic about (being a member of) the 

FSR. Tom has a meeting planned to get into contact with these students. Tom will bring up the 

internship problem up in his meeting with Tana.  

 

The ODC SW discussed course evaluations: the best idea is to give teachers autonomy over 

what form of course evaluations they wish to evaluate in their perspective program. Some 

teachers benefit from one form, some from the other. UvA-Q is one of the standard ways that 

we look at course evaluations. There is some research being done into the functioning of UvA-

Q. Birgit is in favour of having focus groups everywhere, we could include that in an advice.  

 Accountability: fortunately, the ODC took this problem very seriously. The program 

directors do not have a good overview of (the kind and the sort of) complaints regarding 

teachers not meeting their deadlines. If a teacher does not reach a deadline, it is not noticed by 

the supervisors. We as the FSR could encourage students to send their complaints to the 

teaching directors directly, not to the program directors. If a situation is violating the OER, 

students can contact the examination boards.  

 Acknowledgement for council work; Richard did not know that non-Political Science 

students are not getting any acknowledgement for their work, and he wants to change this. The 

FSR needs to contact the examination boards and Richard will do so as well.  

 Cultural / diversity trainings for employees is something SW only just started with. 

Apparently, there is a code of conduct that students and teaches should keep to. However, the 

FSR had never seen this code of conduct up until this point. Sid is thinking about making this 

a more official document, letting people sign the code of conduct. 

 

The ODC communication science will take place tomorrow, Artem can possibly not be there. 

Michael got the agenda from Sid. Michael will check with Artem if the ODC has gotten the 

agenda as well.  

 

Evaluation ODC meetings 

Sid felt like one hour was too short; moving forward ODC meetings will be 1,5 hours. Birgit 

felt like in their meeting, the BoS students were very active. It would be nice to engage them 

more in the process of setting up the agenda. Teun; the ODC Psychology was too short as well. 

We should have had the meeting way earlier in the year. The FSR had set up an agenda prior to 

the meeting, but this first meeting was also about getting to know each other. It might be better 

to start with a round of introducing yourselves, the ODC SW forgot to do that at the start.  

 

191211-4: The FSR ’19-‘20 makes sure the FSR of ’20-‘21 plans their first ODC’s right at the 

start of the year.  
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191211-5: PR will publish an announcement stating that students should contact their program 

directors about teacher accountability.  

191211-6: Teun asks the ODC POW about the problems regarding internships. 

191211-7: The ODC’s of SW, Psychlogy and POW set up datumprikkers for their next meetings.  

 

10. Topic 3: Evaluation Council Activity + Feedback Training (phase: discussion) 

The council evaluates the council activity  

Alex thanks Sid for organising the activity. Sid apologises to Birgit, Nadya and Vika for not 

including them in the organisation of the activity. Sid wants to have more activities and hopes 

taakgroep sfeerbeheer can get to work on this.  

 

The council evaluates the feedback training 

Teun would have liked to get more practical tips on how to ensure your feedback is actually 

useful and actually taken into account. Minou would like if we could keep to the time frame, if 

1 hour is scheduled, keep the meeting to 1 hour.  

 

11. Topic 4: Student Involvement Survey (phase: decision) 

The council discusses the student involvement survey that is scheduled to be distributed in 

January. Vika; this survey was created by the council of last year, the survey was translated so 

the international students can participate as well, and the survey was adapted. Birgit, Minou 

and Sid gave some feedback on the survey.  

 Vika has made some corrections, the rest of the feedback is discussed. The question 

about idealistic reasons will be made open instead of closed. Should we ask students to fill out 

the year that they are in (first, second, third), or should we ask them to fill out in what year they 

started their studies? That affects the way we will analyse the data. For now, we can include 

both options. Vika will be helped by the rest of the council. 

 

The FSR votes in favour of distributing the student involvement survey in January 2020.  

 

12. Topic 5: FSR Merch (phase: decision) 

Merch 

Alex has set up a budget for FSR merch. Birgit wonders why the FSR should print 200 posters. 

There is no time to discuss the merch anymore, internships of council members need to be 

discussed. 

 

Internships 

Alex, Vika and Artem will have an internship in the next semester.   

 Ana mar thinks that a full-term internship is not combinable with council work. Council 

members have to be able to go to meetings, especially when they are in a DB function. Minou 

asks what Alex’s plan is on combining both responsibilities. Alex has not found an internship 

yet, so there is no concrete plan. Alex is trying to plan everything in advance: file progress and 

file overviews. Planning which months are going to be more full and which months less full. 

For the first period, Alex wants to set the meetings times prior to setting her internship times, 

so the FSR will be prioritized over her internship.  

 Vika is doing her council work on the weekends or in the evenings, so she will keep 

doing that. Vika will not be able to attend meetings, but this does not mean that she will not do 
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any work anymore. Alex states that Vika should do more work at home to compensate for not 

attending meetings.  

 Teun: do Alex and Vika think they can do their work well in combination with their 

internships? Alex thinks it will actually be better than it is going now, since an internship has 

set times and schoolwork (semester 1) does not. So, her personal management skills will be 

better for semester 2. Tom: how big is the chance you will have fulltime internship? Alex does 

not know. Tom: if you are doing a fulltime internship, are you planning on being a chair of the 

FSR at the same time? Alex is. Alex is hoping for an internship that takes 3 days a week and 

that is a bit flexible.  

 Minou: what are their priorities? Vika’s priorities: first her health, then her studies and 

then the council. Council and internship will be on the same place. Alex has the same priorities.  

Mike feels like we should adapt and be more flexible in the way we approach this, so why 

would we have this conversation right now? Alex: the point of this discussion is to make sure 

that there is transparency in the council, to prevent future frustrations.  

 

15. Any other business 

The council has no time to go over the Pro Memorie.  

 

16. Points for the CSR 

No time to discuss points for the CSR. 

 

17. Points for the Media 

No time to discuss points for the media.  

 

18. Questions and Closing  

Alex closes the meeting at 13:00. The discussion on internships is continued in the office.  

Action list 

191211-1: Robin asks Sterre whether the FSR can book rooms for students to study in.  

191211-2: Alex emails the OR to ask them about their HST advice. 

191211-3: Sid puts guidelines/mandate for the SoCo on the PV agenda 

191211-5: PR will publish an announcement stating that students should contact their program 

directors about teacher accountability.  

191211-6: Teun asks the ODC POW about the problems regarding internships. 

191211-7: The ODC’s of SW, Psychology and POW set up datumprikkers for their next 

meetings.  

191204-1: Sid and Ana Mar discuss cultural trainings/ cultural diversity at the UvA. 

191204-2: Nadya will ask the contact information of the PC Psychology. 

191204-3: PR decides if it wants to feature the Green office and the SFSA in its Toilet Paper. 

191204-4: Taskforce PR will respond to the emails of SFSA and CSR regarding the toilet paper. 

191204-5: Marc sets up a meeting with the Green office to discuss the Green commitment: is 

the document already finished, will anything change? 

191204-7: The DB discusses the new program of Psychology and how to introduce the topic in 

future PV’s. 
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191127-5: All council members write a short evaluation on their own files, look at the progress 

that has been made, and future plans (drop the file, start a new project)? Everyone shares the 

evaluation with their committee and on the Google Drive. (Evaluation of not more than 1 page 

per person).  

191127-7: In the PC meetings, everyone asks the personal contact info (phone numbers and 

emails) of their PC members and BoS-students. Mike will make sure the platform is set up.  

191106-3: Teun and Birgit will ask Tom Verhoek whether the problem with double room 

bookings (due to the use of two different applications) can be solved. 

191014-10: PR sends the hoodies to the printing company (if needed, Minou will help). 

191014-13: O&F committee look into the contracts with Cormet (result of policy plan). 

 

Pro Memorie 

160405-6: Updates of the chairman, delegate and committee chairpersons shall 

be sent no later than 24 hours before the PV. 

160426-8: The AS forwards e-mails about OWI meetings under the heading Confidential. 

160915-1: P&M maintains an internal promotion schedule and keeps the PV informed. 

161027-1: Everyone authorises someone who is absent from the PV by sending an e-mail to the 

DB. 

161013-3: Everyone thinks about a time schedule of his/her files and discusses it in the 

CV’s. 

162112: If the FSR FMG discusses something with education directors that is relevant to the 

domain, it must be communicated to the relevant OC/ODC. 

170117-8: Everyone pays attention to the fact that OCs are sometimes partly English and thus 

all communication with them in both Dutch and English. 

170124-1: The AS answers every e-mail that it is passed on to the file holder and that he/she 

will answer it. 

170124-2: Everybody puts the AS in the CC when responding to emails. 

171013-7: Everyone puts updates of workgroups in a reply to all in the PV agenda mail. 

171107-7: Everyone reads the CSR agenda prior to the PV. 

171212-2: Everyone keeps his/her file archive on the drive updated. 

171212-5: Everyone likes the FB posts. 

190212-7: All OC listeners ask whether the OC sends its advice to the FSR. 

190923-12: Every council member writes an update after having been to a PC meeting. 

191113-6: Birgit will write a rough version of the evaluation on the DoR. 

191211-4: The FSR ’19-‘20 makes sure the FSR of ’20-‘21 plans their first ODC’s right at the 

start of the year.  


